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CTM (Cash to Master) 
 
Trust Shipping, is trusted across the globe by over 200+ well know names in 
the Maritime industry, for our services, reputation, honesty & integrity. 
As one of our many services, we handle cash transfers on behalf of our 
clients for delivering CTM, to vessels calling ports in Hong Kong, at the most 
competitive rates, mutually beneficial. 
We are transparent in our modus operandi & endeavour in every opportunity 
to enhance the bonding & relationship with our customers. 
 
 
Handling Fees 
Amount     Fees   
Up to USD 9,999/-     USD 200/- (Minimum fee) 
USD 10,000/- & above (any amount) Minimum fee plus 1.0% on remainder 
For single remittances of USD 100,000/- & above, we can distribute various 
amounts to your vessels calling Hong Kong at no extra cost. 
 
 
Terms & Conditions 

- Remittance of funds to our bank account to be made using ‘OUR’ 
mode of fund transfer (the remitter bears all the bank changes & so the 
beneficiary receives the complete payment without any deductions of 
bank charges) 

- FULL Payment (inclusive of the CTM amount & our handling fees) 
must be credited at least three working days prior to delivery, to our 
bank account in Hong Kong 

- Please send us a scan copy of the remittance slip / bank advise, by 
email, immediately after the funds have been transferred. 

- Please send us the details of the vessel’s agents for our coordination & 
arranging of our port access 

- In case of access to the vessel, is by means of a boat (for example at 
the anchorage or a tanker terminal where access to the vessel is only 
from the sea side), the company will bear the cost for the boat service / 
or make arrangement through their appointed agents. 

- In case of cancellation of our services, there will be no deduction or 
cancellation charges, except for banking costs incurred & we will remit 
back to your bank account, the entire amount, less banking charges. 
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